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N(4S)+NO(X2装)寅N2(X3撞-
g )+O(3P)反应的立体动力学

马建军 张志红 丛书林鄢
(大连理工大学物理系,辽宁大连 116024)

摘要 采用准经典轨线方法研究了在不同碰撞能下,碰撞反应 N(4S)+NO(X2装)寅N2(X3撞-
g )+O(3P)在两个最低势能

面 3A义和 3A忆产物与反应物之间的矢量相关.结果表明,对于不同的碰撞能,在两个势能面上反应产物的转动取向
展示了不同的特征和趋势.发生在 3A义势能面上的反应主要由外平面机理支配,而发生在 3A忆势能面上的反应倾
向于受内平面机理支配.这些差异来自于两个势能面的不同构型.
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Stereodynamics Study of N(4S)+NO(X2装)寅N2(X3撞-
g )+O(3P) Reaction

MA, Jian鄄Jun ZHANG, Zhi鄄Hong CONG, Shu鄄Lin鄢
(Department of Physics, Dalian University of Technology, Dalian 116024, P. R. China)

Abstract The vector correlations between products and reagents for the reaction N(4S)+NO(X2装)寅N2(X3撞-
g )+O(3P)

are studied by using quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) method at different collision energies on two lowest 3A义 and 3A忆
potential energy surfaces (PESs). The results indicate that the product rotational polarizations on the two PESs exhibit
different characters and trends at different collision energies. The rotational angular momentum j忆 of the product
molecule N2 is not only aligned, but also is oriented on both PESs. The reaction occurred on the 3A义 PES is mainly
dominated by out鄄of鄄plane mechanism, while that occurred on the 3A忆 PES tends to be dominated by in鄄plane
mechanism. All these differences arise from different configurations of the two PESs.

Keywords： Quasiclassical trajectory, Vector correlations, Stereodynamics, Alignment and orientation,
Collision reaction

The gas-phase reaction N(4S)+ NO(X2装)寅N2(X3撞-
g )+O(3P)

and its reverse reaction play a crucial role in the Earth忆s atmo-

spheric chemistry[1鄄4]. To date, the theoretical[5鄄9] and experimen-

tal [10鄄11] studies about this reaction mainly involve its scalar prop-

erties, such as the rate constant, the reaction cross鄄sections, and

the internal energy distribution of products. This reaction can

proceed on the ground state 3A义 and the first excited state 3A忆 po-

tential energy surfaces (PESs). Besides, there also exists the se-

cond reaction channel: N(4S)+NO(X2装)寅NO(X2装)+N(3P), which

only occurs at higher collision energies (ET 跃 1.3 eV). Recently,

Say佼s et al. [8] described the character of stationary points of the

lowest 3A义 and 3A忆 PESs and confirmed that the 3A义 PES has no

energy barrier and the 3A忆 PES has an energy barrier of about 0.3
eV for the first reaction channel. Based on the ab initio data,

they presented new analytical 3A义 and 3A忆 PESs[9]. The new anat-

lytical PESs may provide better dynamical information about

this reaction.

The vector property of chemical reaction can provide va-

luable information about chemical reactive stereodynamics [12鄄15].

Many experimental techniques, such as polarization鄄resolved

August972
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chemiluminescence and polarized laser鄄induced fluorescence,
have been used to measure the vector correlations between the
reagents and products[16鄄18]. Theoretically, the quasiclassical trajec-
tory (QCT), quantum鄄scattering, and wave packet dynamics me-
thods have been employed to describe the angular momentum
polarizations of product and the vector correlations between the
reagents and products[19鄄26]. In the present work, the reaction dyna-
mics of the first reaction channel has been studied because of its
importance. The attention focused on stereodynamics characters
of the title reaction based on the 3A义 and 3A忆 PESs given by
Say佼s et al. [9].

1 Computational method
The general theory of the QCT method can be found in

literatures [27鄄31]. Only the details relevant to the present work
are summarized here. The reference frame is shown in Fig.1.
The z鄄axis is parallel to initial relative velocity vector k and x鄄z
is the scattering plane containing the initial and final relative ve-
locity vectors, k and k忆. And the y鄄axis is perpendicular to the x鄄
z plane. 兹t is the scattering angle (i.e. the angle between k and
k忆), 兹r and 准r are the polar and azimuthal angle of the final rota-
tional angular momentum j忆 , and 兹tr denotes the angle between
k忆 and j忆.

The distribution function P(兹r) describing the k鄄j忆 correlation
can be expanded in a series of Legendre polynomials as [31]

P(兹r)= 1
2 k
移(2k+1)a(k)

0 Pk(cos兹r) (1)

with

a(k)
0 =

仔

0乙 P(兹r)Pk(cos兹r)sin兹rd兹r=〈Pk(cos兹r)〉 (2)

The expanding coefficients a (k)
0 or〈Pk(cos兹r)〉are called orienta-

tion (k is odd) and alignment (k is even) parameters. In the com-
putation, the P(兹r) is expanded up to k=18, which shows a good
convergence.

The dihedral angle distribution function P(准r) describing k鄄
k忆鄄j忆 correlation can be expanded in Fourier series as

P(准r)= 1
2仔(1+

even n 逸 2
移 ancosn准r+

odd n 逸1
移 bnsinn准r) (3)

where
an=2〈cosn准r〉 (4)
bn=2〈sinn准r〉 (5)

In the calculation, P(准r) is expanded up to n=24 with a good con-
vergence.

The vector correlation between the reagent and product can
be expressed as[31]

P(棕t, 棕r)=
kq
移 2k+1

4仔 Pkq(棕t)Ckq(兹r, 准r)鄢 (6)

where Ckq(兹r, 准r)= 4仔/(2k+1)姨 Ykq(兹r, 准r) is the modified spheri-
cal harmonics, Pkq(棕t) denotes a generalized polarization鄄depen-
dent differential cross section (PDDCS), which is defined as

Pkq(棕t)= 1
滓

d滓kq
d棕t

=乙P(棕t, 棕r)Ckq(兹r, 准r)d棕r (7)

where d棕r=sin兹rd兹rd准r. When q屹0, Pkq(棕t) are complex spherical
tensor operators. For convenience, using the formulas of Hertel
and Stoll[32], one can convert the complex quantities into real ones.
The real Pkq(棕t) with q屹0 are defined as [30, 32鄄33]

Pkq依(棕t)= 1
2姨 i(-1依1)[Pkq(棕t)依Pk-q(棕t)]

= 1
2姨 i(-1依1)(-1)q[1依(-1)k]

k1逸q
移 2k+1

4仔 s kl
kq Ckl-q(兹t, 0) (8)

with
s kl

kq =(-1)q〈Ck1q(兹t, 0)Ckq(兹r, 0)exp(iq准rr)〉 (9)
where the brackets indicate averaging over all the trajectories.
When k is even and q=0, Pkq(棕t) reduces to

Pk0(棕t)= 1
4仔 k1

移(2k1+1)skl
k0 Pk1(cos兹t) (10)

with

skl
k

0
=2仔 1

-1乙 Pk0(棕t)Pk1(cos兹t)d(cos兹t)=〈Pk1(cos兹t)·Pk(cos兹r)〉 (11)

A renormalized PDDCS is given by

P軒kq依(棕t)=Pkq依(棕t)/P00(棕t) (12)
The calculating method of QCT is the same as that of litera-

tures [27鄄31]. The classical Hamilton忆s equations are numerically

integrated in three dimensions. Due to the different energy barri-

ers on the two PESs, collision energies (ET) were chosen as

0.0388, 0.6, and 1.0 eV for the 3A义 PES and 0.6, 1.0, and 1.8 eV
for the 3A忆 PES, respectively. The accuracy of the numerical inte-

gration is verified by checking the conservation of the total ener-

gy and total angular momentum for every trajectory. The vibra-

tional and rotational levels of NO molecule are taken as 淄=0 and
j=7. In the calculation, batches of 500000 trajectories are run for

each collision energy and the integration step is chosen as 0.05

fs. The trajectories are started at an initial distance of 1.0 nm be-

Fig.1 The center of mass coordinate system used to
describing the k, k忆, and j忆 correlations
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tween the N(4S) atom and the center of mass of the NO molecule.

2 Results and discussion
The calculated distributions of P(兹r) and P(准r) on the 3A义 PES

for three collision energies (0.0388, 0.6, and 1.0 eV) are shown in
Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(b), respectively. The distributions of P(兹r) dis鄄
play a peak at 兹r =90毅 and are symmetry with respect to 90毅 ,
which means that the product rotational angular momentum

vector j忆 is strongly aligned along the direction perpendicular to

the relative velocity vector. The peak of P(兹r) becomes thinner and

higher with the collision energy increasing, indicating that

higher collision energy will cause strong alignment of the

product N2. The dihedral angle distributions P(准r) are shown in

Fig.2(b). The distributions of P(准r) are asymmetric with respect

to the k鄄k忆 scattering plane (or about 准r=180毅). The peaks of P(准r)

appear at 准r=90毅 and 270毅, which shows that the angular momentum

j忆 of the product N2 is aligned along y鄄axis of the frame. The

peaks at 准r=90毅 are not equal to those at 准r=270毅, meaning that

the angular momentum j忆 is not only aligned, but also oriented

along the y鄄axis. The orientation of angular momentum j忆
depends sensitively on the collision energy ET. When the

collision energy increases, the angular momentum j忆 tends to be

strongly oriented along the negative direction of y鄄axis. The

broader distribution at 准r =270毅 for higher collision energy

indicates that the reaction is mainly dominated by out鄄of鄄plane

mechanism, in which the product molecule prefers rotating in a

plane perpendicular to the scattering plane[25].

The distributions of P(兹r) and P(准r) on the 3A忆 PES are shown

in Fig.3. The distributions of P(兹r) and P(准r) on the 3A忆 PES differ

from those on the 3A义 PES. When the collision energy increases,

the peak at 兹r=90毅 becomes broader and lower, indicating that

the alignment effect of the product becomes weak. The

distributions of P(准r) are asymmetry with respect to the k-k忆
scattering plane. The peaks of distributions at 准r =270毅 are

stronger than those at 准r =90毅 , indicating that the j忆 is

preferentially oriented along the negative direction of y鄄axis.

However, the peaks at 准r=270毅 become thinner and higher with

the increase of the collision energy, meaning that the reaction is

mainly dominated by in鄄plane mechanism, in which the product

molecule prefers rotating in the scattering plane [25].

The differenc e between the rotational polarizations of

product N2 on the two PESs is ascribed to the different structures

of the PESs. The reaction mainly proceeds through direct

Fig.2 The calculated angular distributions of P(兹r) and
P(准r) on the 3A义 PES at three collision energies

Fig.3 The calculated angular distributions of P(兹r) and
P(准r) on the 3A忆 PES at three collision energies
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pathway on the two PESs. There is no energy barrier on the min-

imum energy path of the 3A义 PES. The maximum impact param-

eter (bmax) decreases from 0.45 nm at 0.0388 eV to 0.26 nm at

1.0 eV, while there exists an energy barrier of 0.3 eV on the 3A忆
PES. The parameter bmax increases from 0.20 nm at 0.6 eV to

0.24 nm at 1.8 eV. For the reaction without barrier, when the

collision energy increases, the system rapidly proceeds from the

reagents to products and can remain the initial direction

“memory”. As a result, the product molecule is strongly aligned.

However, for the reaction with barrier, the reaction rapidly

strides over the energy barrier when the ET increases, there is no

enough time for the molecule to rotate towards the preferred

alignment direction. As a result, the product rotational angular

momentum is weakly aligned at high collision energy. In

addition, the 3A义 and 3A忆 PESs are the attractive and repulsive

ones, respectively. Thus, the distributions of P(兹r) and P(准r) on
repulsive PES 3A忆 are broader than those on attractive 3A义 [21鄄25].

The renormalized PDDCSs describe the k鄄k忆鄄j忆 correlation.

The PDDCSs on the 3A义 PES are shown in Fig.4. The angular

distributions of P軒20 (棕t) are drawn in Fig.4(a). The P軒20 (棕t) is

related to the expected value〈P2(cos兹r)〉. It can be seen from the

distributions of P軒20 (棕t) that the j忆 is preferentially polarized along

the direction perpendicular to k at 兹t=180毅 for the three collision
energies.

The angular distributions of P軒kq依(棕t) with q屹0 are depicted

in Fig.4(b) and Fig.4(c). The collision energy has a considerable

influence on the angular distributions. All P軒kq依 (棕t) with q屹0 are

equal to zero at 兹t=0毅 and 180毅. The P軒22+(棕t) and P軒11-(棕t) are relative
to〈sin2兹rcos2准r〉and〈sin兹rsin准r〉, respectively. The values of P軒22+

(棕t) are negative at all scattering angles when ET=0.0388 eV, as

shown in Fig.4(b), which indicates that the product is preferentially

aligned along the y鄄axis. However, when ET=0.6 and 1.0 eV, the

values of P軒22+(棕t) is almost equal to zero, reflecting that no marked

preference of product alignment along y鄄axis or x鄄axis, which is

consisted with the broad distribution of P(准r) shown in Fig.2(b).

The P軒11 -(棕t) describes th e orientation of the product angular

momentum j忆 along the y鄄axis. T he j忆 is oriented along the
negative direction of y鄄axis when the value of P軒11-(棕t) is positive,

and along the positive direction of y鄄axis when the value of P軒11-

(棕t) is negative. It can be seen from Fig.4 (c) that the j忆 is

preferentially oriented along the negative direction of y鄄axis at

all scattering angles for three collision energies, which are essen-

tially consistent with the distributions of P(准r) shown in Fig.2(b).

Fig.5 shows the PDDCSs of the product N2 on the 3A忆 PES.

The distributions of P軒20(棕t) show that the rotational angular mo-

mentum j忆 of the backward scattered products are more preferent-

ially polarized along the direct ion perpendicular to k. The

distribution of P軒22+(棕t) shows that the j忆 is preferentially aligned

along the y鄄axis at all scattering angles. It can be seen from the

distributions of P軒11-(棕t) that when ET=0.6 eV the j忆 is slightly

oriented along the positive direction of y鄄axis when 兹t 约 90毅 and
along the negative direction of y鄄axis when 兹t 跃 90毅 . The j忆 is

Fig.4 Three renormalized PDDCSs calculated on the 3A义 PES at three collision energies

Fig.5 Three renormalized PDDCSs calculated on the 3A忆 PES at three collision energies
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preferential ly oriented along the negative direction of y鄄axis at

all scattering angles when ET=1.0 and 1.8 eV, which is

consistent with the distribution of P(准r) shown in Fig.3 (b).

3 Conclusions
The stereodynamics of reaction N(4S)+NO(X2装)寅N2(X3撞-

g)+
O(3P) have been studied. The QCT calculated results indicate that
the reactions occurred on the 3A义 and 3A忆 PESs exhibit different
characters and trends for different collision energies. For the re-

action occurred on the 3A义 PES, when the collision energy in-

creases, the product rotational angular momentum vector j忆
tends to be aligned along the direction perpendicular to the
reagent relative velocity k and the reaction is preferentially
dominated by out鄄of鄄plane mechanism. And the reaction on the
3A忆 PES shows that the j忆 is less preferentially aligned along the
direction perpendicular to k for high collision energy, and the

reaction is dominated by in鄄plane mechanism. All these diffe-

rences can be ascribed to different constructions of two PESs.
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